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Abstract: Interactive machine learning (IML) enables the incorporation of human expertise because
the human participates in the construction of the learned model. Moreover, with human-in-the-loop
machine learning (HITL-ML), the human experts drive the learning, and they can steer the learning
objective not only for accuracy but perhaps for characterisation and discrimination rules, where
separating one class from others is the primary objective. Moreover, this interaction enables humans
to explore and gain insights into the dataset as well as validate the learned models. Validation requires
transparency and interpretable classifiers. The huge relevance of understandable classification has
been recently emphasised for many applications under the banner of explainable artificial intelligence
(XAI). We use parallel coordinates to deploy an IML system that enables the visualisation of decision
tree classifiers but also the generation of interpretable splits beyond parallel axis splits. Moreover,
we show that characterisation and discrimination rules are also well communicated using parallel
coordinates. In particular, we report results from the largest usability study of a IML system,
confirming the merits of our approach.

Keywords: interactive machine learning; decision tree classifiers; transparent-by-design; parallel
coordinates

1. Introduction

Humans’ trust in the recommendations by artificial intelligence [1] (even with knowl-
edge engineered expert systems) has required explanations in human understandable
terms [2–5]. Even in heterogeneous robot–human teams, robots delivering explanations
of their decisions are crucial to humans [6]. For instance, in the domain of power systems
applications, experts mistrust the results of machine learning when they do not under-
stand the outputs [7], which is an issue that has been ameliorated by applying Explainable
AI (XAI). It could be argued that machine learning (ML) was fuelled by the need to decrease
the cost of transferring human expertise into decision support systems and reducing the
high cost of knowledge engineering and deploying such systems [8].

“It is obvious that the interactive approach to knowledge acquisition cannot keep
pace with the burgeoning demand for expert systems; Feigenbaum terms this the
‘bottleneck problem’. This perception has stimulated the investigation of machine
learning as a means of explicating knowledge.” [9]

From early reviews on the progress of ML, the understandability (then named com-
prehensibility) of the classification delivered by learned models was considered vital [10].

“A definite loss of any communication abilities is contrary to the spirit of AI. AI
systems are open to their user who must understand them” [11].

There is so much to gain from incorporating Human-In-the-Loop Learning (HILL)
into ML tasks. Early research identified validation or new knowledge elicitation [12–15] as
advantages for Human-In-the Loop Machine Learning (HITL-ML). Today, the partnership
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between the fast heuristic search for classifiers, leveraging of visual analytics for ML [16],
and HITL-ML has received the name of Interactive Machine Learning (IML) [17,18] because
not only are datasets the source of knowledge, but IML also captures the experience of
human experts [19]. The characteristics of IML that we emphasise here are that humans
are assigned tasks in the learning loop [13,15] with specific roles, typically as experts,
iteratively and incrementally updating the model, in a setting where the user interface is
particularly important in influencing how the learning takes place [18]. We should point
out that IML within the terminology of visual analytics [20] also has received the name of
visualisation for model understanding, and in particular, visualisation for iterative steering
model construction [16].

However, the immense progress in ML to tackle accuracy has resulted in the deploy-
ment of classifiers in enormous data sets and diverse domains. Supervised learning is part
of many sophisticated integration applications, but the extraordinary predictive power and
the superb accuracy have sacrificed the transparency and interpretability of the predictions.
There is a revived interest in considering other criteria besides predictive accuracy [21,22],
particularly in domains such as medicine [23], credit scoring [24], churn prediction [25],
and bio-informatics [26].

Deep learning (considered a sub-area of machine learning [27]) offers Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) as supervised learning techniques that are regarded as superior
for object classification, face recognition, and automatic handwriting understanding [27].
Similarly, Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are considered immensely potent for pattern
recognition [28]. CNNs, ensembles [29], and SVMs output models that are considered
“black box” models, since they are difficult to interpret by domain experts [21,30]. Thus,
delivering understandable classification models is an urgent research topic [21,22]. The
most common approach is to follow the production of accurate black-box models with
methods to extract explanations [31,32]. There are two lines of work for delivering ex-
plainable models. The first line builds interpretable surrogate models that learn to closely
reproduce the output of the black-box model while regulating aspects such as cluster size
for explanation [33,34]. The second path is to produce an explanation for the classification of
a specific instance [35] or to identify cases belonging to a subset of the feature space where
descriptions are suitable [36] and trustworthy [37]. However, there are strong arguments
that suggest that real interpretable models must be learned from the beginning [34,38].

Learning decision trees from data is one of the pioneer methods that produces under-
standable models [21,39]. Decision tree learning is now ubiquitous in big data, statistics,
data mining, and ML. It is listed first among the top 10 most-used algorithms in data min-
ing [40] is C4.5 [41] (a method based on a recursive approach incorporated into CLS [42]
and ID3 [43]). Another representative of decision-tree learning is CART (Classification and
Regression Trees) [44], and it also appears among the top 10 algorithms in data mining.

Earlier [45], we incorporated HITL-ML and used visualisation with parallel coordi-
nates [46] to interactively build accurate and interpretable models with explainable outputs.
We reviewed earlier evaluations of HITL-ML in machine learning tasks [45]. In particular,
we provided an in-depth evaluation [45] of the WEKA [14] package for IML. Since the
three fundamental aspects of IML are users, data, and interface [47], in this paper, we
turn our attention to the interface and evaluate it with users who could play the primary
roles of data scientists (but not domain experts) [48]. We have now incorporated parallel
coordinates for the exploration of datasets and HITL-ML into a software prototype for the
deployment of decision-tree classifiers (DTCs).

In this paper, we discuss how this prototype exhibits improvements over numerous
other HITL-ML systems. We emphasise that our prototype not only achieves high accu-
racy [49] but enables (1) understanding of learnt classifiers, (2) exploration and insight
into datasets, and (3) meaningful exploration by humans. In particular, we present here
how parallel coordinates can provide a visualisation of specific rules and support an op-
erator’s interaction with the dataset even further to scrutinise specific rules. This enables
the construction of characterisation and discrimination rules [50], which focus on one class
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above the others. We will show that users gain understanding through visualisation [24],
presenting the experimental design, survey questions and results [51] of a detailed usability
study for HITL-ML. We note that despite the increased interest in explainable outcomes
from machine learning, a recent study [52] has found that from more than 600 publications
between 2014 and 2020, one out of three exclusively use anecdotal evidence for their find-
ings. The same study found that only one in five papers ever provided a case study. Thus,
our contribution is not only the inclusion of a detailed user case study and the interface
of our prototype, but the case study itself provides a model for a systematic evaluation of
tools and systems for IML.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we review salient HITL-ML systems
where learning classifiers involves dataset visualisations. We highlight the advantages of
using parallel coordinates, noting that our review of HITL-ML systems reveals that there
is almost no experimental evaluation of the effectiveness of HITL-ML. So far, the largest
study was our reproduction [45] with 50 users, while the original WEKA UserClassifier
paper reported a study with only five participants [14]. Section 3 explains our algorithms
and system for HITL-ML. We proceed in Section 4 to provide the details of our study that
consists of three experiments. Then, Section 5 reports on our own experiments with over
100 users on our proposed system. We highlight how our system overcomes a number of
the shortcomings of the HITL-ML systems we reviewed in Section 2.

2. Dataset Visualisations for Involving Experts in Classifier Construction

Perhaps the earliest system to profit from the interpretability of decision trees for HITL-
ML was the second version [53] of PCB [12], which introduced a coloured bar to illustrate
an attribute. This bar is constructed by sorting the dataset on the attribute in question,
representing each instance as a pixel (in the bar), which was coloured corresponding to its
class. This allows a user to visually recognise clusters of a class on any one attribute. A
DTC is visualised by showing bars with cuts to represent a split on an attribute. Each level
of the tree can then be shown as a subset of an attribute bar with splits. A user participates
in the learning the tree using this visualisation by themselves specifying where on a bar to
split an attribute. The HITL-ML process has some algorithmic support to offer suggestions
for splits and to finish subtrees. This type of visualisation appears particularly effective at
showing a large dataset in a way that does not take much screen real estate.

However, the bar representation removes important human domain knowledge. For
instance, all capability to see actual values of attributes (or the magnitude of value differ-
ences) disappears. This prevents experts from incorporating their knowledge. Moreover,
the bar representation restricts classification rules to tests consisting of strictly univariate
splits. There is no visualisation of attribute relationships (correlations, inverse correlations,
or oblique correlations).

We discard bars, and inspired by the Nested Cavities (NC) algorithm [54,55], which is
an approach to IML, we adopt parallel coordinates [46]. A parallel-coordinates visualisation
draws a parallel axis for each attribute of the dataset. An instance of the dataset is then
shown as a poly-line that crosses each axis at the normalised value for that attribute. Unlike
most other visualisation techniques, parallel coordinates scale, and they are not restricted
to datasets with a small number of dimensions. Parallel coordinates with 400 dimensions
have been used [56] (Figure 14.21). More attributes are displayed by packing their axis on
the side. However, decisions being based on over 100 variables are hardly interpretable
and understandable [56]. Our method is an improvement over the NC algorithm [57].
Moreover, our prototype uses ML metrics to recommend attributes (and their order) in a
visualisation. The operator still can select their preferred number of parallel axes to display.

The construction of classifiers with NC is similar to decision trees, because both
approaches follow conditional focusing [58] (Figure 8.3) and recursive refinement [43]
(p. 152, Chaper 4)that results in a decision tree structure [59] (p. 407). However, to the best
of our knowledge, there are no user-focussed evaluations of IML with NC.
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Other researchers have attempted star-coordinates for dataset visualisation and decision-
tree construction [60,61]. With star-coordinates, each attribute is drawn as an axis on a 2D
plane starting from the centre of the screen and projected outwards. Initially, all axes are
evenly spaced so that they form a star shape. To map an instance onto the plane, all attribute
values are first normalised (using linear scaling; that is x′ = (x − xmin)/(xmax − xmin)).
Following this, the position of that instance on each axis is calculated. The final position
of the instance is the average position from each axis. The user can interact with the
visualisation by stretching and moving each axis, which recalculates the position of all
the points displayed. However, star-coordinates displays suffer similar drawbacks as
bar visualisations: users are unable to find subsets of predictive attributes, or ways to
discriminate classes. In star-coordinates, the location for visualisation of an instance
depends on the value of all attributes, making it impossible to identify boundaries between
classes provided by a few (or even single) attributes. In contrast, with parallel coordinates,
such separations are readily apparent.

With star coordinates, experts cannot explore and interchange attributes with other
attributes, even if aware of subsets of predictive attributes. Users can only chose a projection
emphasising influential attributes, losing any insight of one attribute’s interaction with
other attributes. There is no natural interaction with the star-coordinates visualisation
where a user can also determine exactly what attribute(s) are contributing the most to the
position of a point in the visualisation. PaintingClass [61] extends StarClass [60] so the
expert can use visualisations of categorical attributes with parallel coordinates. However,
the restriction persists for numerical attributes. PaintingClass uses parallel coordinates
for categorical attributes where categorical values are evenly distributed along the axis as
they appear in the dataset. This produces a visualisation with unintended bias. Because
PaintingClass does not provide any machine learning support, and building the classifier
is completely human-driven, it could be argued that it is not HITL-ML.

iVisClassifier [62] profits from parallel coordinates, but to reduce the attributes
presented to the user, the dataset is presented only after using linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) for feature reduction. The visualisation uses only the top LDA vectors. However,
using this new LDA feature blocks the user’s understanding of the visualisation since
each LDA feature is a vector of coefficients over all the original attributes (or dimensions).
Heat-maps are displayed in an attempt to help interpret component features, but they
could possibly only have some semantics in the particular application of front-human-
portrait face-recognition. A similar approach [20,63] uses techniques to visualise the
high-dimensional feature space in two dimensions, so a human can draw a piece-wise
linear boundary split in the 2D visualisation and iteratively construct the decision-tree
classifier. This approach claims that some feature semantics are preserved, but it does
not offer any user evaluation of this claim, neither when it comes to understandability
nor accuracy.

As opposed to the earlier proposals, some empirical evaluation is reported in WEKA’s
UserClassifier [14]. UserClassifier is an IML system for DTCs that shows a scatter
plot of only two attributes at a time (the user can pivot which two attributes appear in
the visualisation). A display of small bars for each attribute provides some assistance for
attribute relevance. The attribute bar presents the distribution of classes when sorted by
that attribute. The user can review the current tree as a node-link diagram in one display,
select, and expand a node. WEKA’s UserClassifier is the only one reporting usability
studies, and it involved only five participants [14]. Later, it was evaluated with 50 university
students who had completed 7 weeks of material on machine learning and DTCs [45]. This
study confirmed a number of limitations of WEKA’s UserClassifier. For instance, the
type of interaction (on the dataset and on the model) are restrictive in a number of ways.

• The visualisation displays only two attributes at a time; this is critically restrictive.
• The space to display region bars is minuscule, impeding users’ observation of differ-

ences to decide which two attributes to display.
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• Despite the immense literature on techniques for splitting a node to grow and construct
a decision tree, the system does not provide any split-suggestion to the user.

• Unless users depart from the attribute visualisation window (losing context of the
current splitting task), the tree under construction is not visible.

• Visualisation techniques (such as colour, or size) are not used. So, the user cannot
inspect any properties of a node or an edge nor any relationship between a node and
the dataset under analysis.

In summary, these issues limit a human’s ability to gain a broader understanding of the
datasets and of the classifiers. Nevertheless, we point out that a comparison of decision trees
built by humans against decision trees built by machines resulted in humanly-built trees
being superior in many aspects over those built by machines [64]. In that research [64], the
technique for human-centred IML was parallel coordinates, which reinforces our approach
to include this in our prototype and its evaluation.

3. Iterative Construction of DTCs Supported by Visualisations in Parallel Coordinates

We propose an HITL-ML system that uses parallel coordinates to visualise the train-
ing set, the decision tree, and also specific rules. We claim that our proposal addresses
key shortcomings of the systems examined in Section 2 including those of the WEKA
UserClassifier.

3.1. Using Parallel Coordinates

In a parallel-coordinates visualisation, a vertical axis is drawn for each dimension
(each attribute). An instance v = (a1, a2, . . . , ad) (a point in Cartesian coordinates) cor-
responds to a poly-line in parallel coordinates that visits value an on the axis for at-
tribute An (for n ∈ {1, . . . , d}). For HITL-ML, we assign a different colour to each class,
and the labelled instances of the training set are painted using the colour of their label.
Figure 1 shows two examples of the parallel coordinate visualisation and the corresponding
partially-built decision tree.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Two examples, each exploring a different dataset and focussing on different leaves.
(a) Exploring the seed dataset. (b) Exploring the wine dataset.

If there are many attributes, a window with a projection onto a subset of the attributes
is displayed. On-line Analytical Processing (OLAP) tools enable business intelligence
practitioners to analyse multidimensional data interactively from multiple perspectives [65].
Our use of colour concentration allows the rapid selection and application of OLAP-type
operations on the visible window. For instance, removing one attribute from visualisation
and adding another one is a pivot operation. The information gain on an attribute or
range within an attribute is used to suggest relevant attributes to the human operator. The
visualisation enables domain experts to explore scenarios from their domain knowledge or
spot new patterns and hypothesis.
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For the specific task of IML, the user will build a DTC following Hunt’s generic
recursive construction [43] (p. 152, Chaper 4): the user picks a leaf-node T to further refine
the current rule that terminates at T. However, our system provides support for this deeper
growth of the tree from leaf T.

1. We colour the corresponding leaf T to illustrate the purity of T (this directly correlates
with the classification accuracy of the rule terminating at T). For instance, the left
leaf in the tree of Figure 1a indicates it containing an almost even split of two classes.
However, the right leaf is practically pure. The depth of the leaf T inversely correlates
with the applicability and generality of that rule terminating at T. Understandability
and interpretability also inversely correlate with leaf depth.

2. The system allows the user to select whether to display values of predictability power
of attributes, such as the information gain.

A tree is always a classifier because the decision at a leaf is the simple Naïve Bayes decision.

3.2. The Splits the User Shall Apply

The splits the user can apply were defined in our earlier work [49]. A split on one
axis alone is commonly a range, and this is familiar to DTC construction as this is also the
type of split evaluated by algorithms such as C4.5 [41] or J48 [66]. However, the parallel-
coordinates visualisation allows an oblique split [67–69] that involves two attributes. Thus,
the oblique test is interpretable particularly because of the point-line duality in parallel
coordinates [46]. For instance, a rule that uses a point between two attributes in parallel
coordinates means that instances in this split follow two types: first, those that closely
follow some linear correlation between two attributes, and second, those that do not reflect
such a linear correlation. If we use a rectangular region for the split, then we regulate a
margin for the above-mentioned linear correlation. Figure 2 illustrates the types of splits
users can introduce in our system.

Max An

Min An

An An+1 An+2

Max An+1

Min An+1

Max An+2

Min An+2

(a) Split by one
value in one attribute

(b) Split by two 
values in one attribute (c) Split by two points 

between two attributes

Figure 2. The types of splits that the user can apply to further a leaf to interactively refine a
decision tree. Split (a) and split (b) are familiar from standard decision tree construction. However, a
rectangular split (c) provides an excellent trade-off between interpretability and multivariate splits.

In addition to the interpretability of the splits based on rectangles between two parallel
axes, these splits constitute a richer language to define DTCs than the standard splits
of classical machine learning algorithms. Although not as powerful as the full oblique
splits [67–69], this is appropriate, as full oblique splits are extremely hard to comprehend
by humans. DTCs that use oblique splits are also called multivariate decision trees [70,71],
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and although learning multivariate decision trees results in shorter trees, they are rarely
used because the tests (and thus their rules) are incomprehensible by humans.

3.3. Information That Supports Interaction

Our HITL-ML system supports interaction is several ways. For instance, when the
user selects a node in the tree, the visualisation restricts the instances displayed in the
parallel coordinates’ canvas to those that satisfy the splits of the selected node’s ancestors.

The user can elect several algorithms for ordering attributes in the parallel coordinates’
canvas, which, by default, are sorted by criteria of discriminative power, and among these,
the default is information gain. Then, if a user selects an attribute for the next split, the
system also offers suggestions for the split on the axis, and again, diverse algorithms
are available (again, information gain, gini index, etc.) Moreover, the user can opt for a
proposal for a split from the system. Such proposals are rectangular splits computed using
evolutionary strategies [49]. The use can accept or modify the rectangle suggested by the
system. The automatic construction can be restricted to a node or to a subtree. As the
user explores proposed subtrees, the user gains an understanding of the attributes and
interaction between attributes. We argue that the algorithms supporting the HITL-ML
provide adequate balance between number-crunching and machine learning support, and
user’s intervention and interaction to incorporate human expertise, or for users to discover
new insights in the data.

We highlight here the crucial role that human pattern spotting has on some of the split
selections. For example, Figure 3 represents a setting where humans easily chose better
splits than machine learning indicators (such as information gain, gini index). The user
can also intervene when machine learning indicators are offering similar values, but some
attributes are easier to capture or much more readily available than others.

Figure 3. The use of ML metrics of discrimination (in this case, both, information gain or gini ratio)
sorts the attributes from left to right and elects the highlighted split. However, a human would chose
a better (more purifying) split, such as the second attribute that isolates the blue class with a robust
gap, or the fourth attribute, which isolates the brown class with also a wide gap. This situation
illustrates how HITL-ML can deliver better models.

3.4. Visualising the Tree

As illustrated by the two examples in Figure 1 and those in Figure 4, an interactive
display of the tree under construction can be presented on the left of the parallel coordinates’
canvas. As we mentioned, the nodes of the tree are coloured with a histogram that informs
the user of the number of instances of each class in the training set that reached the node. We
emphasise that this rapidly shows the user the purity (and thus accuracy) of rules reaching
a node. The user can also obtain feedback information about the support (percentage
of the training set instances that reach the node) and confidence (percent of correct-class
classification) for the rule at the node.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Illustrations of the HITL-ML systems used for IML to build DTCs with either a high preci-
sion or high recall for the “black” class (coloured red). (a) High recall DTC. (b) High precision DTC.

3.5. Visualising Rules

So far, we have shown how our HITL-ML system uses parallel coordinates to ef-
fectively assist a user in the interactive learning phase of constructing a DTC. We now
demonstrate how we can also use parallel coordinates to allow a user to understand a
particular classification made by a learnt DTC. Our approach here supports explorative
data mining, where experts are seeking to find characteristic rules or discriminant rules [50].
One of the features of DTCs is their ability to be converted into a decision list. Such a
decision list is composed of a series of if–else rules that can be followed to determine the
classification of a particular instance. We use a similar idea to visualise the decision path
for a single leaf in a DTC. Instead of a textual representation of such a rule, however, we
can again use parallel coordinates to graphically represent this decision path. We argue that
parallel coordinates are ideally suited to this task, as we can use a series of axes to visualise
each component of the rule in the one visualisation. Depending on the depth of the rule
and available screen real estate, we may even be able to visualise the entire decision path on
one screen. Not only this, but in our graphical representation, we can visualise the training
data and the effect that each component of the decision path has on the resulting subset of
selected data. When used in conjunction with our visualisation of the entire DTC and its
accompanying statistics for each node, we argue that this gives a human user a profound,
intuitive and interpretable explanation of a DTC’s classification.

Figure 5 shows an example of how we use parallel coordinates to visualise the decision
path to a leaf node in a DTC. Here, the left-most axis is used to represent the split of the
root node in the DTC, which will always be the first component in any decision path. In
this example, the split for the root node of the decision tree is a simple single attribute split
on attribute A1 and is visualised as such with the highlighted range. Between the first and
second axes, the start of poly-lines for every instance in the training set is shown. From the
second axis, only instances in the training set continue on that matched the split from the
previous axis. This allows the user to easily see what subset of data is selected by each split.
The visualisation continues in this manner with poly-lines being terminated once they no
longer match a split in the decision path. In this example, the final split in the decision path
is a parallel coordinates region split and is visualised using the last two axes.

Another advantage of visualising a particular leaf of a DTC in this way is allowing
the user to assess the likelihood that a specific classification is accurate. While traditional
performance metrics such as accuracy, ROC, and F1 score capture the performance of the
entire tree, it is possible that accuracy varies between individual sections of the model.
Using our visualisation, a user can view the amount of the majority class in a leaf node as
well as how significant this majority is. When looking at the classification of a particular
instance, the user can also see how close to the margins of each split that instance is.
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Max A1

Min A1

A1

Max A2

Min A2

A2

Max A3

Min A3

A3

Max A4

Min A4

A4

Figure 5. Example of how our HITL-ML system using parallel coordinates to visualise the decision
path of a single leaf in a DTC.

3.5.1. Condensing the Decision Path

In cases where an attribute (or attribute pair in the case of our parallel coordinates
region splits) appears more than once in a decision path, we have the opportunity to reduce
the number of attributes required to display the decision path by taking the union of both
splits. If using only a single attribute split, we can create an upper bound on the number
of axes required to visualise any decision path equal to the number of attributes in the
dataset. When not condensing the decision path in this way, the ordering of axes in parallel
coordinates allows the user to see the depth of each rule in the DTC. For this reason, we
provide the user with the option of turning this feature on or off in our HITL-ML system.

3.5.2. Visualising Negated Splits

When visualising a decision path, we need to consider how negated splits are handled.
This is important, since half of the sum of all path components are negated splits, i.e., we
traverse to the child node that represents the path to take when not matching the node’s
split. For single attribute splits of the form l ≤ An, the negated split becomes An < l
and can be represented on a parallel coordinates axis by simply swapping the highlighted
region with the region not highlighted. For a single attribute test with two split points
of the form l ≤ An ≤ r, our negated split becomes An < l ∨ r < An. This can again be
represented on a parallel coordinates axis by swapping the highlighted region with the
region not highlighted. Although the representation of this two-value split may seem
complicated (particularly, when we consider condensing a decision path that contains
the same attributes multiple times), swapping of highlighted regions is simplified using
De Morgan Laws [72]. Consider a decision path that includes two components using
attribute An. The first component is of the form l1 ≤ An ≤ r1, and the second is the negated
form of the split l2 ≤ An ≤ r2, i.e., An < l2 ∨ r2 < An. Suppose we have the situation where
l1 < l2 ∧ r1 > r2. In this case, our condensed split becomes l1 ≤ An ≤ l2 ∨ r2 ≤ An ≤ r1.
To represent this condensed split on a parallel coordinates axis, we now need to highlight
multiple disconnected sections of the axis.

Figure 6 illustrates this situation. In a case where the same attribute is used many
times in a decision path, the resulting axis consists of several disconnected sections of the
axis, which are highlighted (these are disjunctions of intervals). Interestingly, this effect is
only possible when using tests containing two split points. Although we have shown in our
previous work that using such splits appears to produce less accurate trees, we argue that
in an HITL-ML system, it is only natural that a user will want to use these splits containing
two split points to isolate certain sections of data, and as such, our system supports the
visualisation of condensed rules of this form.
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Max An

Min An

An

Max An

Min An

An

Max An

Min An

An

r1

l2

r1

l2

AND NOT =
r2

l2

r2

l2

Figure 6. Disconnected sections on a single axis through negated split condensing rules. The green
and negated red selections result in two selected ranges (third axis).

4. Materials and Methods

We now report on the design, materials and methods for a comprehensive study eval-
uating our prototype. We obtain quantitative data on the effectiveness of our visualisation
techniques from an online survey using the custom built survey platform Prolific [73]. The
quantitative data are from 104 participants who performed timed tasks using variants of
our new visualisation techniques and HITL-ML approach, resulting in 8944 data points.

Our survey starts by reviewing three concepts applicable to HITL-ML. These three
concepts are (1) DTC (2) PC, and (3) scatter-plot based visualisation techniques. This
refresher practice ensures we can rank the expertise with ML topics of our participants and
exclude any not fluent with DTC construction. Then, the survey requires users to complete
tasks building DTC on a platform for automatic data collection [73]. In addition to the
facility to animate aspects of the visualisations, the online platform allowed us to select
participants who had experience in ML.

4.1. Recruiting Participants

Research studies using Prolific [73] commonly use the capability to enable participation
to only specific demographics. We also selected participants whose answers to demographic
questions were as follows.

Which of the following best describes the sector you primarily work in? Information
Technology, Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics;
What is your first language? English;
Which of these is the highest level of education you have completed? Undergraduate
degree (BA/BSc/other);
Do you have computer programming skills? Yes/No.

4.2. Survey Design

The online survey consists of three different experiments and offers participants user
interaction as if they were performing tasks in a system for HITL-ML. Not only does the
system display videos and allow users to click on images to experiment, while moving
forward and back through explanations, it also enables interactivity in all components
when building DTC, including display, the selection of nodes, and their expansion. In
addition, the system allows users to configure some parameters of these visualisations.

The first experiment examines the effectiveness of visualising a DTC using a node-link
diagram with coloured nodes (see Figure 1). The second experiment examines participants’
ability to understand the classification of individual instances, comparing the traditional
method of traversal of a DTC against the PC-based visualisation of the path to a leaf
node. In the third experiment, pairs of videos are played to the participants, contrasting
two different HITL-ML systems. Showing videos removes the participants’ need to gain
sufficient expertise with GUI aspects that are not the core of the visualisation. Nevertheless,
participants can evaluate how well a system supports the user to perform a HITL-ML task.

Before starting the survey, each participant is randomly placed in one of two evenly
sized groups (Group A and Group B). Participants from each group are shown slightly
different visualisations when completing tasks in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 with
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the aim of evaluating what effect these visualisations have on a participant’s ability to
complete the tasks in each experiment. This also requires that the sections introducing
participants to visualisation techniques be presented and ordered slightly differently. The
arrows in Figure 7 show the sections displayed to each group in the order (work-flow) from
the perspective of participants. We now detail the exact composition of each experiment
and the introductory section of the survey.

Review of DTC Experiment 1

Evaluating DTC

Review of PC DTC with PC

Experiment 2 Experiment 3HILL of DTC

Review of PC DTC with PC

Group A

Group B

Figure 7. Composition of DTC and HITL-ML survey for participants in Group A and Group B.

4.2.1. Experiment 1—DTC Node Colouring

Experiment 1 examines the effect that colouring the nodes of a DTC has on a partici-
pant’s ability to interpret the tree. Specifically, this experiment looks at the ability to use
a visualisation of a DTC to estimate the accuracy of the entire tree as well as subsections
thereof. Participants are shown several different DTC and are required to complete two
tasks for each DTC. The first task requires participants to estimate the accuracy of the
DTC. Then, participants must select a single leaf node that they believe ‘is most in need of
further refinement to improve the accuracy of the classifier’. Figure 8 shows the layout of this
experiment. The objective of these tasks is to provide evidence for the following hypotheses.

Figure 8. Layout of survey for Experiment 1. The table on the right shows instances reaching the
selected node. The class column colours instances with a distinctive colour for the class. The top
instances show up as blue boxes on the table, the users would need to scroll down to find those
instances belonging to the red class and to the green class.

Hypothesis 1. The technique of colouring nodes will allow a user to more accurately estimate the
predictive power of a DTC.
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Hypothesis 2. The technique of colouring nodes will allow a user to more quickly estimate the
predictive power of a DTC.

Hypothesis 3. The technique of colouring nodes will allow a user to more accurately identify the
most impure nodes in a DTC.

Hypothesis 4. The technique of colouring nodes will allow a user to more quickly identify the most
impure nodes in a DTC.

On the left of the screen, the system presents a visualisation of a DTC to both groups
of participants (there is no difference in this aspect for Group A and Group B). The right
half of the screen shows a table containing the training data used to learn the DTC. This
table also has a colour coding for the class column for both Group A and Group B. For
participants in Group B, the nodes of the DTC are also coloured. For each tree, participants
are first asked to estimate the accuracy of the tree by entering an integer between 0 and
100. Using accuracy rather than the F-measure ensured that all participants were familiar
with the statistic used. Given that accuracy is a much simpler statistic to calculate than
F-measure, asking for accuracy also ensures that the cognitive load on the participant is
reduced as much as possible.

After estimating the accuracy of each DTC, participants are asked to select the leaf
node they ‘believe is most in need of further refinement to improve the accuracy of the classifier’. To
quantify the accuracy of a user’s choice, we use a metric RImp(n), describing the impurity
of a node in a DTC relative to the most impure node in the tree. Let n be defined as a leaf
node in a DTC containing N leaf nodes. Furthermore, let I(n) be the number of instances
of training data that reach n, whose class is not the majority class of instances reaching n.

Definition 1. We can then define Imax(N) as follows:

Imax(N) = max{I(n) | n ∈ N}.

The following now defines our evaluation metric.

Definition 2. We define RImp(n), the relative impurity of a node, as

RImp(n) =
(Imax(N)− I(n))

Imax(N)
.

Each participant is shown eight different DTCs that were constructed from three
datasets. We use three datasets available from the UCI-repository [74], the Wine (Available
online: https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Wine, accessed on 3 April 2020), Cryother-
apy (Available online: https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Cryotherapy+Dataset+,
accessed on 3 April 2020) and Seeds (Available online: https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
datasets/seeds, accessed on 3 April 2020) datasets. These three datasets exhibit the follow-
ing relevant properties.

• A reasonably accurate (>90% accuracy) DTC can be learnt for each dataset with small
trees sizes that remain interpretable to a human.

• All attributes have humanly understandable names and semantic meaning.

Using these three datasets, eight DTCs were built with a range of different accuracies
for two reasons. First, having different accuracies for each DTC ensures that there are no
patterns in the survey that participants can use to help them assess the accuracy of any
individual tree. Second, having a range of accuracies ensures that participants’ ability to
assess the accuracy of a DTC is not dependent on the DTC having a particularly low or
high accuracy. Table 1 shows the true accuracy of each DTC presented to participants. For
each participant, we record the following information.

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Wine
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Cryotherapy+Dataset+
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/seeds
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/seeds
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• Their prediction of the accuracy of each DTC.
• The time taken to predict the accuracy of each DTC.
• The leaf node selected by the participant as most impure for each DTC.
• The time taken to select the most impure leaf node in each DTC.

Table 1. Training set accuracy of each DTC presented to participants.

Tree No. Dataset Accuracy

1 Wine 69
2 Wine 99
3 Wine 90
4 Cryotherapy 72
5 Cryotherapy 92
6 Seeds 72
7 Seeds 95
8 Seeds 82

4.2.2. Experiment 2—Rule Visualisation

This experiment evaluates the effectiveness of representing the path from a root node
to a leaf node using PC. Figure 9 shows the layout of this experiment. For this experiment,
participants must determine whether a given instance reaches a particular leaf node in a
DTC. Participants in Group A and Group B are shown two different visualisations while
performing this task. For participants in Group A, this visualisation consists of a DTC on
the left half of the screen and a table on the right half of the screen. The DTC on the left
is represented as a simple node-link diagram with the split criteria for each internal node
represented textually within the node. As part of this visualisation, a green arrow points to
one of the nodes in the DTC. The table on the right contains a single row with the attribute
values of one instance. Group A participants are required to manually traverse the DTC
for the instance shown in the table and determine whether it arrives at the node indicated
by the green arrow. Group A participants are also shown a table with a single instance
containing the attribute values to be used to traverse the tree.

Figure 9. The layout of Experiment 2 for users in Group A (left) and Group B (right).

Group B participants are shown a PC visualisation of the path to a particular leaf node
in a DTC. This PC visualisation shows the entire dataset as well as ranges on several of the
PC axes to represent each of the univariate splits on the path to the leaf node. The polyline
for one of the instances is shown as a distinct thick black line. Group B participants are
required to determine if this instance arrives at the leaf node being visualised using PC.

Participants in both groups use the same set of instances and DTC. The DTCs used
are the same as those in Experiment 1. For each DTC, participants must evaluate three
instances from the dataset used to create the DTC. Participants answer whether they think
this instance reaches the selected leaf node. This experiment tests the following hypotheses.

Hypothesis 5. Participants visualising the path to a node using PC will more accurately determine
whether an instance reaches a particular leaf node.
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Hypothesis 6. Participants visualising the path to a node using PC will more quickly determine
whether an instance reaches a particular leaf node.

4.2.3. Experiment 3—Human-in-the-Loop Video Survey

This experiment evaluates several HITL-ML features proposed earlier. For each pair
of videos, one video illustrates a particular HITL-ML task being performed using a system
based on the techniques proposed earlier. The other video in each pair shows how the same
task is carried out using Weka’s UserClassifier. After viewing both videos, participants
are required to express their preference on a five-point Likert scale. At the start of the
experiment, the survey system randomly decides which HITL-ML system’s video will be
shown to each participant first. The order then remains the same for all video pairs for this
participant. In total, five different pairs of videos demonstrate a variety of HITL-ML tasks.
A description of each video pair and its questions are given below. Table 2 also shows
a summary of the questions asked for each video pair. After answering the Likert-scale
questions for each of the five pairs of videos, the survey system asks participants one final
Likert scale question. This question asks participants, ‘Based on the videos you’ve seen, which
system would you prefer to use to build a decision tree classifier?’

Table 2. Questions for Experiment 3.

Question No. Question

Q1 Which system do you believe provides a better method of finding
splits to build a decision tree classifier?

Q2 Which system allows you to better navigate and understand the
current state of a decision tree classifier as it is being constructed?

Q3 Which system allows you to more easily determine how often a
tree will predict the class correct class of an instance?

Q4 Which system allows you to more easily find nodes in a decision
tree classifier that need additional splits?

Q5 Which system would provide better assistance to you when con-
structing a decision tree?

Q6 Based on the videos you have seen, which system would you
prefer to use to build a decision tree classifier?

The tasks on the activities with videos are as follows.

1. The first pair of videos examines the ability of a user to find an effective split for a
node in a DTC. In the UserClassifier video, survey participants are shown how the
dataset is visualised using a two-dimensional scatter-plot as well as how a user can
select attributes using the small bar visualisation of each attribute on the right of the
screen. The video then demonstrates how a user can construct a split for a node by
selecting a region on the two-dimensional scatter-plot. The PC-based video shows
how a dataset is visualised using PC and how a user can create a split by selecting a
range on an axis. This video also shows how a user can rearrange axes and remove
axes that are not of interest. In addition, participants are shown how a user can ask
the PC-based system to reorder axes so that interesting axes appear on the far left.
This rearrangement is achieved by ordering axes based on the best gain ratio of each
attribute, as discussed in Section 3.3. At the end of both videos, participants are asked,
‘Which system do you believe provides a better method of finding splits to build a decision
tree classifier?’

2. The next pair of videos examines a user’s ability to navigate and understand a DTC in
each HITL-ML system. The UserClassifier video shows how a user can switch to a
separate tab from the training set visualisation to observe the current state of the DTC
being constructed. Participants are shown how internal and leaf nodes are displayed
as grey circles and rectangles, respectively. This video also shows how splits for each
internal node can be observed by selecting the node and switching tabs to see the
selected region in the dataset visualisation tab. The PC-based video demonstrates
how the system splits one window into two sections. The video shows how the left
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section visualises the DTC using the coloured nodes. This video also demonstrates
how a user can interact with this DTC and select a node, at which point any split for
that node is shown on the far left axis in PC. After viewing both videos, the survey
system asks participants, ‘Which system allows you to better navigate and understand the
current state of a decision tree classifier as it is being constructed?’

3. The third set of videos looks at a user’s ability to estimate the accuracy of a DTC using
each HITL-ML system. The UserClassifier video shows participants how a user can
look at the counts of instances shown in each leaf node to determine the majority class
and how often this leaf misclassified training instances. This video also demonstrates
how a user can assess the quality of a split for a node by visualising it with the training
set in the second tab of the system. The PC-based video shows participants how a
user can use the colouring of the nodes in the DTC to determine the accuracy of each
leaf node. Participants are also shown how a user can assess the quality of a split
using the visualisation of the split in PC. After both videos, participants are asked,
‘Which system allows you to more easily determine how often a tree will predict the correct
class of an instance?’

4. The fourth pair of videos examines the ability of a user to locate nodes in a DTC that
requires further refinement. In the UserClassifier video, participants are shown
how a user can use the visualisation of the DTC and the numbers within each node to
find leaf nodes with a large number of instances from multiple classes. The PC-based
video shows participants how a user can use the colouring of nodes to determine
which nodes require further refinement. Following these videos, participants are
asked, ‘Which system allows you to more easily find nodes in a decision tree classifier that
need additional splits?’

5. The final pair of videos look at the algorithmic assistance features offered by each
system. In the UserClassifier video, participants are shown how a user can use
an automated algorithm to complete a subtree. This video points out to participants
that the user has no way of visualising the generated subtree or determining any
of its characteristics. The PC-based video shows how a user can ask the system to
suggest a test for a node in the tree and how this test can be visualised for the user.
This video also shows how the system can complete a subtree for the user, which
can be visualised and edited as deemed appropriate by the user. Following these
videos, participants are asked, ‘Which system would provide better assistance to you when
constructing a decision tree?’

4.3. Methods
4.3.1. Introduction to Decision Trees

As we explained, the first section of the survey provides users with an introduction to
DTCs. This introduction is structured as a review that illustrates all examples with the Iris
dataset. Figure 10 shows the layout of the user’s window on the survey. Subjects are first
presented with a scrollable table containing the complete Iris dataset. Using interactive
prompts, the survey introduces participants to terminology, such as an instance in a dataset,
what the class of an instance is, and the goals of a classification task.

After the introduction to the basic terminology about datasets, participants are in-
troduced to DTCs. Subjects work through an interactive visualisation of a DTC for the
Iris dataset. This DTC visualisation is similar to the node-link visualisation of a DTC
described in Section 3.4. The participant is able to click on each node in the tree to filter
the instances displayed in the tables of the Iris dataset. Interactive prompts guide the
participants through the following concepts.

• The structure of a DTC.
• How to evaluate univariate splits on internal nodes in a DTC.
• How to traverse a DTC.
• How a DTC can be used to classify an instance.
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• How the class label assigned to a leaf node is determined via the majority class of
instances reaching that leaf.

• Examples of a DTC incorrectly classifying instances.
• How a user might use the presented visualisation of a DTC to estimate its accuracy.

Participants in Group B are additionally introduced to the concept of colouring nodes
in the visualisation of the DTC in this section. This is the visualisation technique introduced
in Section 3.4, where each node in the DTC is coloured such that the amount of each colour
in a node is proportionate to the amount of the corresponding class reaching the node.

Figure 10. Layout of survey section introducing DTC. When the leaf node is selected, the data table
is updated to those exemplars that arrive to this node. Since most of them are from a class coloured
red, the class column shows most of them have a red box in this column.

Before moving to the next section in the survey, participants from Group A and
Group B are shown how they can estimate the accuracy of a DTC by looking at the impurity
of each leaf node. Participants from Group B are also shown how the colouring of nodes
can help in this process.

4.3.2. Introduction to Parallel Coordinates

In this section, participants are given an introduction to PC. Similar to the first section
of the survey, participants are shown a table containing the Iris dataset. Next to this table,
users are shown a parallel coordinates representation of the Iris dataset. Figure 11 shows the
layout of this section of the survey. We designed the survey system to require participants
to click through several interactive prompts, highlighting the following features.

• How each instance is represented in parallel coordinates.
• The use of colour in each poly-line to indicate the class of an instance.
• The ability for a user to toggle a numerical scale for all axes on and off.
• Coloured buttons at the top of the PC visualisation which allow a user to show/hide

individual classes.

To increase a participant’s understanding of PC, an additional visualisation technique
is included in this section. Participants are able to hover their mouse over an individual
instance in the table of the Iris dataset. When a participant hovers their mouse over an
instance, the corresponding polyline for the instance in PC is emphasised using a bold
black colour. Participants are encouraged to explore how individual instances in the Iris
dataset are mapped to the PC visualisation before moving to the next section.
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Figure 11. Layout of survey section introducing PC.

4.3.3. Decision Tree Classifiers with Parallel Coordinates

This section shows participants how PC and the DTC visualisation introduced in
the previous sections can be combined into one system. This visualisation presented to
participants is similar to the HITL-ML system introduced in Section 3.1, with the left half of
the screen displaying the DTC and the right half of the screen visualising a dataset with
PC. The Iris dataset is used again to introduce participants to this system. Participants are
introduced to the following features of the combined visualisation.

• How selecting a node in the DTC filters the instances shown in PC.
• How univariate splits can be represented in PC as a range on an axis.

For participants in Group B, this section is also used to introduce the technique of
using PC to visualise all splits in the path from the root node to a particular leaf node in a
DTC. This is the visualisation technique introduced in Section 3.5. Group B participants are
shown the following features of this visualisation technique.

• How the poly-lines for all instances in this visualisation originate from an origin point
before passing through each axis in PC.

• How all splits in the path to a leaf node are shown as a series of ranges on PC axes.
• How axes are ordered to match the order of attributes appearing in the path to the

leaf node.
• How the poly-line for each instance is terminated when it does not match the range

on a PC axis.
• How each poly-line is dimmed after it passes through all required ranges to reach a

leaf node.

This section of the survey appears directly before Experiment 2 for participants in
Group B. In Experiment 2, Group B participants are required to use the PC visualisation of
the path to a leaf node to determine if an instance reaches a particular leaf. This section
explains to Group B participants the structure of questions in Experiment 2 and how to use
the visualisation techniques introduced to complete Experiment 2.

For participants in Group A, this section introduces the node colouring technique
that was shown previously (in the first section) to participants in Group B. This node
colouring technique is shown here for participants in Group A to ensure that they have
been introduced to all the same visualisation techniques as those in Group B before the start
of the last section on HITL-ML. The only exception to this is the use of PC to visualise the
path to a leaf node. Participants from Group A are not shown this visualisation technique,
since it has no relevance to any of the content in the HITL-ML section of the survey.
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4.3.4. Evaluating Decision Tree Classifiers

This section of the survey appears only for participants in Group A. It aims to prepare
Group A participants for Experiment 2, where they will be asked to determine if a given
instance reaches a particular leaf node in a DTC. No new visualisation techniques are
introduced in this section. Instead, Group A participants are shown two examples of how
to traverse a DTC for a given instance. Participants are shown a table with a single instance.
An interactive tutorial guides participants through the traversal of a DTC for each instance.
This tutorial shows participants an example of a situation where an instance does or does
not reach a particular leaf node and how to answer questions of this nature.

4.3.5. Human-in-the-Loop-Learning of Decision Tree Classifiers

In this section of the survey, participants are given an introduction to the concepts
behind HITL-ML. Figure 12 shows the layout of this survey section. The Iris dataset is
again used to introduce these concepts. The section begins with several interactive prompts
explaining how a user can build a DTC using HITL-ML. Participants are then encouraged
to use a simplified HITL-ML system to create a DTC for the Iris dataset. This aims to ensure
users understand the concepts behind HITL-ML, before providing feedback on the two
HITL-ML systems presented in Experiment 3. To minimise bias towards one visualisation
style, the HITL-ML system in this section allows a participant to select their preferred
visualisation style to build a DTC using a two-dimensional scatter-plot and PC.

Figure 12. Layout of survey section introducing HITL-ML. The selection of the root node in the tree
shows that there are three classes each with a different colour. The display on the right shows the
exemplars of the three classes on the two attributes chosen by the user.

5. Results
5.1. Experiment 1

A total of 51 participants from Group A and 53 participants from Group B completed
this experiment. Table 3 shows the average results for each group. From this table, we
can see that when estimating the accuracy of a DTC, participants in Group B appear to be
slightly less accurate than those in Group A, but they managed to make their estimation
much faster. Similarly, when selecting the most impure leaf in a DTC, the mean relative
impurity of leaf nodes selected by participants in Group B was slightly higher; however,
the time to choose this leaf node was quicker than participants in Group A.
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We now proceed to evaluate as to whether the results accounted for statistically signif-
icant differences in the results between Groups A and B. Since some of the results obtained
in this experiment are not normally distributed as determined by the Shapiro–Wilk test [75],
we use the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test to check for statistically significant differences
between Group A and Group B as opposed to a t-Test. The Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test is
a nonparametric equivalent to the t-Test to compare independent samples [76]. Performing
this statistical test on the accuracy differences and RImp results in p-values of 0.196 and
0.311, respectively. As such, we cannot reject the null hypotheses that Group A and Group B
perform equally in terms of ability to estimate the accuracy of a DTC and ability to find the
most impure nodes in a DTC and must reject Hypotheses 1 and 3. Performing statistical
tests on accuracy time and leaf selection time results in p-values of 3.65× 10−10 and 0.006,
respectively. Here, the differences in time for both tasks in this experiment are statistically
significant. As such, we can accept Hypotheses 2 and 4. Although this experiment showed
that colouring nodes does assist users to more quickly assess the predictive power of a DTC
and find leaf nodes requiring further refinement, node colouring appears to have minimal
impact on how accurately participants perform these tasks.

Table 3. Results for Experiment 1.

Group Mean Accuracy
Differences

Mean Accuracy
Time (s) Mean RImp Mean Leaf

Choice Time (s)

A 17.8% 80.2 0.259 17.6
B 19.0% 49.3 0.282 17.1

5.2. Experiment 2

Like Experiment 1, Experiment 2 consisted of 51 participants in Group A and 53 participants
in Group B. For each participant, we calculate the percentage of questions where the par-
ticipant provided the correct answer. Table 4 shows the average result from Group A and
Group B for Experiment 2. These average accuracies show clear differences in the perfor-
mance between the two groups. Using the PC-based visualisation, participants in Group B
answered 86.7% of questions correctly. This is in contrast to Group A participants, who only
achieved 77.5% accuracy. Group B participants also appear to be able to determine whether
an instance reaches a leaf node faster than Group A participants. On average, Group B
participants only required approximately one-quarter of the time to determine whether an
instance reached a leaf as those in Group A. Using the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney Test, we
confirm that the average accuracy and time results are statistically significant with p-values
of 1.51× 10−9 and <2.2× 10−16, respectively. As such, Hypotheses 5 and 6 are accepted.
We argue these results demonstrate a clear advantage to the use of PC to allow humans
to interpret DTC. Using PC dramatically decreased the mistakes made when interpreting
the splits for a DTC as well as allowing participants to more quickly interpret the series of
splits leading to the classification of an instance.

Table 4. Results for Experiment 2.

Group Mean Accuracy Mean Time per Leaf (s)

A 77.5% 24.0
B 86.7% 6.7

5.3. Experiment 3

Experiment 3 was completed by 104 participants. Table 5 shows a summary of the
responses received for each question in the experiment. Figure 13 also visualises the
distribution of responses received for each question. We can see from these results that
there is a clear preference for the PC-based system for all HITL-ML tasks examined. For each
of the five pairs of videos, between 66.3% and 79.8% of participants had some preference
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for the PC-based system. In addition, participant responses from the last question showed
79.8% of participants had an overall preference for the PC-based system.

Table 5. Results for Experiment 3.

Question Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6

Strongly PC-based system 38 42 39 44 58 57
Somewhat PC-based system 32 27 32 33 25 26

Strongly UserClassifier 7 7 6 4 5 7
Somewhat UserClassifier 23 21 21 13 8 7

No differences 4 7 6 10 8 7
Subtotal PC-based system 70 69 71 77 83 83
Subtotal UserClassifier 30 28 27 17 13 14
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Figure 13. Graph of distribution of response from Experiment 3.

5.4. Validity Threats

We now discuss the internal and external validity of the results obtained from the
experiments in this section. We note three possible threats to the internal validity of
these experiments. First, as this survey was conducted online, participants could not be
observed as they carried out these experiments. In both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2,
the survey system records the time taken for participants to complete each task. These time
measurements could be affected by participants taking breaks or being distracted while
completing the survey. Second, we designed the interactive tutorials in this survey under
the assumption that participants had limited experience with PC. Some intuition often
needs to be built when using PC. Participants that did have previous experience using PC
may have performed better on certain tasks in these experiments than participants that
had no or limited experience using PC. Finally, we note that all participants completed this
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survey using their own computers. Given the importance of available screen real estate
for any data visualisation, the size of the monitor a participant used may have affected
their performance. While we made every effort to ensure that the survey system works
well on a variety of screen sizes, participants with larger monitors may have found some
visualisations presented in this survey easier to interpret.

Regarding external validity for this survey, we note that participation in the survey
was restricted to participants with a bachelor’s level education who are working in the
STEM field. Participants with a higher level of expertise in ML or data visualisation may
have found the visualisation techniques presented in this survey more intuitive to use and
performed better at the tasks included in this survey.

6. Discussion

Many have argued that there are clear advantages of human-in-the-loop for machine
learning tasks [12,14,17,19,60,61,77]. In particular, the structural breakdown of an IML
system highlights that through the interface, the users not only interact with the data
but also interact with and conceptualise the model [47], which goes far beyond what an
after-the-fact interpretation of a black-box machine learning classification can achieve. We
have explored here the effectiveness of our proposed interface for both of these aspects.
Our prototype uses parallel coordinates to visualise and interact with the data, scaling
into high levels of dimensionality while retaining the ability to re-order and focus on
important attributes. Crucially, our proposal also delivers the modes of interaction with
the model (the classifier) that are necessary for constructive conceptualisation. The oblique
tests in particular are components of the model that directly benefit from the parallel
coordinates layout and its ability to make an otherwise highly dimensional attribute space,
that transcends human comprehension, accessible through re-ordering and focussing
on individual as well as adjacent dimensions. These aspects are essential for the close
interaction expected of IML, where users and learning systems are coupled by focussed and
frequent interactions [18]. Our prototype and our analysis advances the crucial element in
IML of how the model can be frequently and incrementally updated [48,78].

Our approach here shows how effective visualisation can involve a human expert in
expeditiously guiding the construction of interpretable classification models. Moreover, our
IML system not only contributes to explainable AI by producing conceptually understand-
able models; it also allows a user to revise the objective of classification accuracy when
alternatives manifest themselves as important objectives. Furthermore, we have proposed
how to visualise and elaborate on characterisation and discrimination rules where users
are interested in one class above the others. We have also emphasised that while decision
trees rank highly overall as a model for HITL-ML classification, by reordering attributes
based on the importance perceived through our visualisation, we can strike a suitable
balance between multi-variate decision tress and uni-variate decision trees. Users can
propose bi-variate splits they visually discover between adjacent attribute axes, that remain
understandable, even in high overall dimensionality, in our parallel coordinates canvas.

In the literature, IML has hardly been evaluated with human participants [52]. This
paper also provides a large study and suggests a methodology for evaluation. As such,
the experiments described here not only support our claims regarding the interface but
constitute a model and a benchmark for the assessment of IML.
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